John Trumbull Primary School
Home Learning Resources
Kindergarten
Daily MUST do:
●
Read for 30 minutes each day ( log on back)
●

AND play a math game with your family for at least 20 minutes

Daily FREE CHOICE: Choose a square from the columns below. See how many times you can get a BINGO!
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Read your Snap
Words

Work with Letter
Sounds

Complete a math
lesson on
IReady

Write down tricky snap words!
Snap Word List

Using an alphabet chart, sing
the ABCs.
BUT try to sing the song
making the letter sounds
instead of letter names!

Tell a story through
pictures and
labels.

Share with someone:

Using letters!

Visit the ten frame

Read your snap words in
different voices!

Using an alphabet chart, close your
eyes… point to
What connection did you make
a letter. Open your eyes.
while
Say the name.Say the sound and
write it! Then
reading this story?
use it! Draw a picture for the letter.
Label the
picture!

Write your numbers counting
down from 20.
Draw dots under each number
to show that number.

Build a reading fort!

Snap Word

app.

Count to 100 by
Make as many teen
10’s
numbers as you can.

Word Families -ap

O

Puzzles!
Choose three “tricky” snap
words. Write them on a
paper. Cut up
each letter. Mix up the letters
and put the puzzle back
together!

Snap Word Hunt
Make a stack of books.
How many snap words can
you find in the books?

Make a list of 5 or more
words that rhyme with
map.

Use word part power!

Using word parts (see chart)
create as many words using
different beginning sounds!

Rainbow Writing
Choose three of your “tricky”
snap words.
Write each snap word three
times in different
colors!

Go on a shape treasure hunt
in your house!!
How many rectangles,
triangles and circles can you
find?

Help set the table for
Label Your House!
your family.
Walk around your house or
How many plates, forks
bedroom and find places to
and napkins do you
label.
need?
Stretch out the sounds and
write the sounds you hear!

Build a book bin and
find a quiet place to
read in your house.

Play Grab and
Count. Grab a handful of
legos, crayons or small
toys. Count them and
write the number.

Today you will work fast
and fluently. Have your
child count to 100 but
start at the number
27.

Play a math game
on Greg

Play math games
on
HoodaMath

Word Families -ot

Tang Math!

Make a list of 5 or more
words that rhyme with
pot.

John Trumbull Primary School
Measure the path from
your bedroom to the
kitchen. How many steps
does it take? Measure the
distance to other
parts of your house.

Visit the geoboard
Visit the ten frame app. app. Make as many
How many ways can you shapes as you can!
drag the two
colors on the ten
frame?

Practice your
math words

Play school with action
figures,
stuffed animals and
dolls.

What is the farthest?

Reading Log and Math Games

Monday
❏

❏

Independent
reading (10
mins)
Read to someone
(10 mins)

❏

Listen to someone
read
(10 mins)

❏

Independent
reading (10
mins)

❏

❏

Read to someone
(10 mins)
Listen to someone
read
(10 mins)

Tuesday
❏

❏

❏

❏

❏

❏

Independent
reading (10
mins)
Read to someone
(10 mins)

Wednesday
❏

❏

Independent
reading (10
mins)
Read to someone
(10 mins)

Thursday
❏

❏

Independent
reading (10
mins)
Read to someone
(10 mins)

Friday
❏

❏

Independent
reading (10
mins)
Read to someone
(10 mins)

Listen to someone
read
(10 mins)

❏

Listen to someone
read
(10 mins)

❏

Listen to someone
read
(10 mins)

❏

Listen to someone
read
(10 mins)

Independent
reading (10
mins)

❏

Independent
reading (10
mins)

❏

Independent
reading (10
mins)

❏

Independent
reading (10
mins)

Read to someone
(10 mins)
Listen to someone
read
(10 mins)

❏

❏

Read to someone
(10 mins)
Listen to someone
read
(10 mins)

❏

❏

Read to someone
(10 mins)
Listen to someone
read
(10 mins)

❏

❏

Read to someone
(10 mins)
Listen to someone
read
(10 mins)

John Trumbull Primary School
Reading Log and Math Games
Greater or Less Than
Players: Groups of two
Materials: Cards Ace through 10 for each player, face cards removed
Skill: Number recognition, order, and sequencing
How to Play: Each child gets a set of cards Ace through 10 (for the
numbers 1-10).
One player selects a "secret card" from his/her hand and places it
face down. The second player tries to guess what the number on
the card is by selecting a card from his/her hand and placing it face up.
The first player then tells whether the secret card is greater than or less
than the faceup card. The second player continues to make guesses by selecting and showing different cards until he/she has
discovered the value of the secret card.
Players then switch roles.

Play Store:
Give your child pennies and dimes. Tag a selection of small toys with prices under $0.20. Take turns counting out the
correct coins to buy different items at the store. Ask: Which costs the most? The least?

Concentration (for matching)
Place cards face down in rows and columns. Take turns finding matches by turning over 2 cards at a time. If the cards
are a match, the player picks up those two cards and places two more cards face down. If the cards are not a match,
that player returns the cards to their position face down. The game continues until all matches are made and the player
with the most matches wins.

“Make Tens Concentration”
The goal is to make a match that equals 10. Remove all face cards. Place cards face down in rows and columns. Take
turns finding a pair of cards that make ten by turning over 2 cards at a time. If the cards equal ten, the player picks up
those two cards and places two more cards face down. If the cards are not a ten, that player returns the cards to their
position face down. The game continues until all matches are made and the player with the most matches wins.

